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Appendix III: Stadium Neighbourhood Phase III Verbatim Open House Feedback 
 

Questions:  
1. Any comments or considerations about accommodating more housing for the UBC 

community as part of the stadium building or along the east side of East Mall? 
1. From 900,000 sq ft to 1,8 million?? What? Too dense 

2. UBC will be a Public Market soon! No place to put a table to study! 
3. Not just more, but more diverse housing (ie. Size, type, etc) 

4. Provide on the PLAN for 3 future rapid transit stations to serve Totem, 
Stadium/Botanical Garden and Wesbrook village. Also need proper rapid transti to 
Museum of Anthropology and Chan Center 

5. Too crowded!! 
6. PLEASE not until you deal with schools for existing population 

7. No, traffic will be a disaster 
8. Schools are at or very near capacity NOW 

9. It's so sad that you are not listening to long term resident's voices!! 

10. Density is too high 

 

Questions:  
1. What aspects of the community amenities described will serve the neighbourhood 

well? 
2. What aspects of the community amenities described needs rethinking? 

1. Where are the schools?? 

2. 36 stories is too high! Parking is too limited. No student housing on East mall 

3. Need for a larger grocery store, after school/before school care, in addition to 
daycare, library w/kids books, covered playground 

4. What about programming for more population 

5. Needed: A library - could be a satellite of VPL 

6. Disagree: the volume rate is too high. Too crowded. This is a campus 

7. What is the ratio being used for recreational use beside the stadium? 
8. You have added density but I cannot see from the maps for community amenities that 

you have added space 

9. Street-level retail with 2nd level community and workout centers and offices 

 

Question: 
Any comments about building types and heights?  

1. Too dense!! Too many people in one place 

2. Too tall!! Stick to 22 storeys maximum! 

3. More affordable housing! 

4. Stick to 2011 land use plan. Too dense and too high 
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5. Roadside parking is a concern. More and more (2hr) visitors parkings are taken away 
especially when towers are built! 

6. Please take care of the trees near buildings. Many of them die after construction 

7. generally reduce the cutting of trees 

8. Use a staircase configuration for the high rises so the higher towes are farther from 
beach views 

9. Character and quality of (illegible) mut be protected from highrises 

10. What's the connection to the botanical garden for both options? 

11. I agree building rental housing for UBC faculty and students 

12. Increase of population will increase traffic 

13. This university does not need more expensieve houing. Use the land for academic 
buildings and research facilities! 

14. Should tackle about traffic issue now and give us an idea 

15. Feel the higher towers not appropriate (32-36 storeys) 

16. If 22 storey tower is permitted, it is important to have community amenity that offers 
something special that community can enjoy. Suggest an outdoor pool as ubc 
community lost this in other development  

17. What about 4-6 instead of 6-8 storey woodframe? Or a mix of 4-8? Wesbrook looks 
like a cookie cutter approach = so many 6 storey. A stepped back design for 6-8 storey 
buildings may allow more variety 

18. good to see more ground-oriented units! 

19. New school and supermarket are necessary to this new development 

20. I don't understand this. (Don't judge me I'm 10) 

21. Please repeat 22 storey normal building height limit/ Build sight lines and density all 
argue against going higher 

 

Question: 
Any comments about the public realm and ecology?  

1. Way too much pavement!! 

2. Main Mall Greenway extend south across 16th Ave with Overhead pedestrian/cyclist 
pathway 

3. Create more space for community gardens, raise beds. Current wait period to get 
assigned one is over 2 years 

4. Please never forget the spirituality and wilderness - like ambience of wreck beach! We 
do NOT want UBC buildings to mar the views from the beach 

5. Plus we have eagle nests in the forested cliffs above wreck beach. NO VISIBILITY of 
ubc buildings from the beach 
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6. Where are the community gardens? There is a high demand for these and yet I don't 
see them incorporated in the plan 

7. protect the botanical gardens, the forest and forestal area parallel to 16th ave 

8. You have heard that we place a high value on natural systems and open space yet 
both plans propose tall towers right beside Rhodo Woods. This will kill the trees 

9. Outdoor play areas for basketball and other ball games as community centre is mostly 
busy with scheduled programs 

10. Towers over 22 stories are not essential and will destroy the unity of landscape. Also 
will be visible from Wreck beach 

11. Crete lots of commercial spaces where to eat, have coffee, ice cream, drinks. 
Currently feeling a bit isolated from the real city life 

12. Protect as many trees as possible, they are a community asset and ecologically 
important! 

13. Maximize outdoor open space by careful planning and underground parking 
14. Ensure storm water does not go over cliff waterways and build window configurations 

to minimize migration of birds 

15. Lower the density so you don't have to go so high on towers 

16. One thing missing in university neighbourhoods is a large playing field where kids can 
play ball 

17. Problem is that Option 2 disadvantages forest retention by shifting roadway into 
neighbourhood. Suggest revision to modified of planning option 3 that maintain 
roadway/flips stadium and retains forest in full 

 

Question: 
Any comments about street connectivity and access?  

1. Not enough transit 

2. The promenade looks like a good idea! Leaning towards Option 1 

3. I like option 1 for the reason of more space for pedestrian and retail 

 


